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EDITOR’S NOTE: The mystery of the D.w. covers continues to generate more responses than any
other topic in this journal. I am therefore including an extended article in this issue, to bring the
published debate “up to date” with the correspondence I’ve received.

UPDATE ON THE “D.w.” COVERS - Part 2
Chris Hargreaves

Figure 1 - Cover #26. Postmarked WINNIPEG FEB 2 1931. Addressed to Rose Valley, Saskatchewan.
(Numbers refer to a specific cover, and remain constant from article to article.)

What does “D.w.” stand for?
Who applied the handstamp? When? Where? Why?
Many thanks to everybody who responded to part 1 of this update in the September 2013 Canadian Aerophilatelist.
- That update, and a summary of the earlier articles, have been posted on our website at www.aerophilately.ca for easy
reference.
There is still no consensus as to the purpose of the D.w. handstamp! In this article, I am going to present additional
covers and suggestions I have received. I am still hoping that as more information is available, somebody will have
an idea or memory that provides the solution to the mystery.

Figure 2 - Cover #27.
Postmarked HAMILTON ONT JUL 3 31 Typed Endorsement ACROSS CANADA AIR TOUR
Addressed to Revelstoke Y.M.C.A., B.C.
Two line handstamp INSUFFICENTLY PREPAID
and charged 2 cents Postage Due. (The basic Canadian air mail rate had increased to 6 cents on July 1st 1931.)
Feint D.w. handstamp applied over typed endorsement.

Cover 27 is from Dick McIntosh, and illustrates two of the basic questions regarding the D.w. handstamp:
• if it was a collector’s mark, why was it applied over the endorsement?
• if it was a Post Office marking, why wasn’t its purpose stated, as with the INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID
handstamp?

Continued
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UPDATE ON THE “D.W.” COVERS - Part 2 by Chris Hargreaves continued:

Figure 3 - Cover #28.
Postmarked WINNIPEG MAR 27 1932. Addressed to Vancouver, B.C.

This is the latest recorded cover with a D.w. handstamp - so far.

Figure 4 - Cover #29.
Postmarked WINNIPEG FEB 16 1931. Addressed to Vancouver, B.C.

Cover #29 is from Gray Scrimgeour, who also commented on one of the other basic questions regarding covers with
a D.w. handstamp: how come some covers on a particular flight or day received a D.w. handstamp, while other covers
to a similar destination on the same flight or day didn’t?
Gray is one of several people who have suggested that covers were often bundled together, and that the D.w.
handstamp was applied to the top cover in the bundle, or to a facing slip on the top of the bundle.
Gray’s suggestion draws on the fact that he had some experience working in a major Post Office in the 1950's. - An
article describing his experiences is included earlier in this issue.
Of note for this enquiry, is that when Gray was working at a sorting table, (and putting lots of letters into bundles), he
never used any rubber stamps. So if the Winnipeg Post Office in the 1930's operated like the Vancouver Post Office
in the 1950's, (which seems highly likely), at what stage in mail processing would a D.w. handstamp have been
applied?
Continued
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UPDATE ON THE “D.W.” COVERS - Part 2 by Chris Hargreaves continued:

Figure 5 - Cover #30.
Postmarked WINNIPEG FEB 23 1932. Addressed to Victoria, British Columbia

Although there are still many unanswered questions regarding the D.w. covers, the enquiry is definitely making
progress!
Cover #30 is from Air Mails of Canada, 1925 - 1939 by George Arfken and Walter Plomish. This book was published
in 2000, and describes the cover as:

the new 6c rate was properly paid with a 6c Scott C3. Posted in Winnipeg on February 23, 1932, the cover
went by air to Pembina and Chicago, CAM 8. The cover then went by air to Salt Lake City, CAM 18, and
to Seattle, CAM 5. Air service to Vancouver and Victoria at this time is uncertain. The alternatives were train
and ship. Trelle Morrow has suggested that the strange boxed D.w. handstamp is the monogram of a certain
collector whose last name began with a D and whose first name began with a W. About a dozen of these D.w.
covers have been noted.1
•

30 of these D.w. covers have now been noted.

•

the collector “whose last name began with a D and whose first name began with a W” was named by Trelle
as W.C. Diment.2 - W.C. Diment has turned out to be a minor figure in this enquiry. He is only linked to one
of the 30 covers, and Barry Countryman established that he used the name Charles.3

•

The consensus of opinion in correspondence I have received recently, is that the D.w. handstamp is probably
a Post Office marking, not a collector’s mark. - In addition to Don Amos’s original concern about why a
collector or dealer would apply a handstamp over a stamp when there was lots of open space on a cover,
(referring to Cover #2 - Figure 6); the D.w. handstamp has only been found on Air Mail covers that passed
through Winnipeg during the period March 1st 1930 to March 31st 1932 when the Prairie Air Mail service was
operating. It is also only found on covers to the Prairie provinces and B.C., but occurs on covers to a variety
of addresses within these Provinces. This pattern of use is much more likely to have occurred if the D.w.
handstamp was applied in the Winnipeg Post Office, than if it was a private collector’s mark.

•

the D.w. handstamp has not been found on any covers addressed to the U.S.A. or eastern Canada. This
indicates that cover #30 did not travel from Winnipeg by air to Pembina and Chicago, but flew from Winnipeg
to Calgary on the Prairie Air Mail Service, and then continued to B.C. by train.
Continued

1

Air Mails of Canada, 1925 - 1939 by George Arfken and Walter Plomish, is an excellent
book, notwithstanding its write up of this cover. It describes the development of international air mail
services from Canada, with a lot of information about routes and postal rates. The book has 12 chapters,
each looking at a different region, and about 200 illustrations of covers in “black and white”. - It is still
available from the British North America Philatelic Society, www.bnaps.org
2

BNAPS Air Mail Study Group Newsletter, December 1994, p.3.

3

The Canadian Aerophilatelist, September 2013, p.24.
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UPDATE ON THE “D.W.” COVERS - Part 2 by Chris Hargreaves continued:

Figure 6 - Cover #2

However, while D.w. seems to have been a Post Office marking,
there are still questions as to what it stood for, and what it
indicated?
Don Amos suggested it stood for “Delayed weather”, and several
of the covers (like #26) are from the Winnipeg - Pembina First
Flight. This was scheduled for February 2nd 1931, but was
delayed by fog until February 3rd. However, the D.w. handstamp
has only been found on covers which returned to Winnipeg with
incoming mail from the U.S.A., and were addressed within the
Prairie provinces.
Barry Countryman has researched some of the other covers with
the D.w. handstamp:

Figure 7 - Cover #5
Cancelled Walker Airport, Windsor, Ontario OCT 13 1930

G

COVER 5: (Foam Lake, Sask., Oct. 17/30 backstamp) A
blizzard hit Saskatchewan and Alberta Oct. 15-16 and
was headed towards Manitoba. Air travel was suspended
and many trains were delayed.
(See Figure 8.)
Continued
Figure 8. - The Winnipeg Evening Tribune
October 17th 1930

